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H ow are adult learners different
from children in the classroom?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adults	
  are	
  more	
  realistic.	
  
Adults	
  have	
  had	
  more	
  experience.	
  
Adults	
  have	
  needs	
  which	
  are	
  more	
  concrete	
  and	
  
immediate.	
  
Adults	
  are	
  not	
  a	
  captive	
  audience.	
  
Adults	
  are	
  used	
  to	
  being	
  treated	
  as	
  mature	
  persons.	
  
Adults	
  enjoy	
  having	
  their	
  talents	
  and	
  information	
  
made	
  use	
  of	
  in	
  a	
  teaching	
  situation.	
  
Adult	
  groups	
  are	
  likely	
  to	
  be	
  more	
  heterogeneous	
  
than	
  youth	
  groups.	
  
Adults	
  through	
  their	
  fifties,	
  and	
  sometimes	
  well	
  
beyond	
  that,	
  can	
  learn	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  youths.	
  
Adults	
  are	
  sometimes	
  fatigued	
  when	
  they	
  attend	
  
classes.	
  
Adults	
  attend	
  classes	
  with	
  a	
  mixed	
  set	
  of	
  motives.	
  

Tutor Training: January 27, 2010
Call	
  338-‐2557	
  to	
  sign	
  up.	
  
We will meet for the first tutor
training of 2010 on January 27 in the
Library conference Room at CCC from
10:00 - 1:00 pm. We are looking for
suggestions on topics for discussion,
but we will definitely be looking at
¡Paperwork due!
techniques to improve tutors’ delivery
of lessons. Feel free to invite friends.

Tutor Tip of the Month
Keep lessons simple/Control
your Speech

One of the keys to effective tutoring is
remembering that our students come to us
as mature adults with experiences and
special skills. Oftentimes our students have
sharpened survival skills that have helped
them compensate for low literacy. Good
tutors use these existing skills to
encourage our learners and to build a peerto-peer relationship. Working as a peer, not
as an authority, is the key to effective
tutoring. Because adult learners are often
Continued on p. 2

One of the key skills effective ESL
tutors employ is being able to break
a language task down into its
simplest parts. You must also be
able to focus (and get your student
to focus) on the parts without
referring to more complex words or
aspects of the language.
The Beginning of W inter Term is Upon
us.
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Please help get our students registered for
Winter Term. A new registration form must
be filled out and turned in to Percy.
Registration forms can be found on the
website or call Percy for a copy
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No Internet access? Call Percy @ 3382557or come by the new literacy office in
Columbia hall, Rm. 111.
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work, go to:
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shy and embarrassed in the beginning, it is
important that tutors help them relax and
understand that they can learn new skills.
Tap into the knowledge and experience that
adult learners have accumulated from
work, family and previous education. The
tutor should not assume a lack of
knowledge just because the student can’t
communicate well in English. (This applies to
both native and non-native speakers.) You
can both encourage and quickly construct
an enduring tutor/student connection by
honoring and activating the student’s prior
knowledge. Our best tutors learn as much
as they teach. Tutoring then becomes a
“great exchange” and a true peer-to-peer
experience.

Departmental News
Through mutual referrals, the tutor
coordinator works with other social
service agencies to serve our
students. Tutors often encounter
issues their students are struggling
with that fall outside the scope of
literacy instruction. We recommend
that you alert the coordinator so
that she may refer the student to an
agency that may be able to help them.
Below is a partial list of the agencies
the literacy program has a working
relationship with:
Women’s Resource Center/Pioneer
house
NWRESD Migrant Education
Head Start/ Astoria, Warrenton and
Seaside
Tongue Point Job Corps
TANF (Temporary Assistance for needy
families)
Local Food Banks
Legal Aid/Hillsboro
HEP (A free Live-in GED program in
Spanish and English in Eugene, OR)
Lower Columbia Hispanic Council

•

Donna Hill: Profile of a Literacy
Tutor
Donna has been volunteering with CCC’s
Literacy program for about 4 years. She
searched the college website to find us
when she moved here from Portland. There
she had been teaching English-speaking
adults to read. She had never tutored ESL
students before, but has worked with them
exclusively here at CCC. She understands
how important learning English is for
newcomers to the USA. They have a “hard
time,” she says and often face prejudice
because they lack English skills.
Immigrants “give up so much to come here
and have a better chance at making it if we
help them learn English.”
One of most satisfying experiences she has
had is when her first student overcame her
fear and asked, in English, where the eggs
were at the grocery store. It is also very
satisfying to hear her students repeat
perfectly what she has been teaching them
to say. Seeing the pride in her student’s eyes
produces a good deal of satisfaction, too.
Occasionally she gets frustrated and feels
like she is “failing” her students when they
don’t “get it” as quickly as she’d like. Donna
says she needs to re-examine her
expectations when this happens. Other
frustrations include our students’ often
poor rate of attendance; “I want them to be
as dedicated as I am.” Donna balances this
with a good understanding of the many
barriers to learning that our students
face. She says Percy is a good motivator
for both the tutors and students, and that
this helps keep her going. (Thanks, Donna!)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Donna has worked with the SMART
reading program here in Astoria and
still works with K-2nd graders at
Astor Elementary as a member of
Foster Grandparents. ¡Mil gracias,
Donna!
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